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 IRELAND
Conditions were very different in the baronies which
lay out towards the Atlantic.    Here, estates were of
very wide extent, and landlords much less in touch
with   their   tenantry.    Such   properties   were   much
more prone to change hands than those of the smaller
gentry.    Out of five or six within twenty miles of us,
one was in the hands of a receiver; the vast house,
which its owner had ruined himself in building, stood
uncompleted,   and  the  landlord  interest  there  was
represented by an agent resident in the small village
near the big house.   These facts were typical of that
Ireland.   Here also was a small centre of Protestant
settlement on the north coast;  but apart from this
for miles the country was dotted with the" tiny houses
of Catholic peasantry.   The family which originally
owned this tract had been obliged to sell: a branch of
them lived as small gentry in our less remote neigh-
bourhood.   Among my father's parishioners was also
the proprietor of a still wilder territory at Gweedore,
out towards the Bloody Foreland.    Lord George Hill;
one of the Downshire family, had bought this estate
not long before the famine.   The state of things which
he found existing is one of our leading documents on
that earlier Ireland.
The parish which in 1841 held over 9,000 souls
possessed, according to the inventory furnished by
the schoolmaster in 1837 (and Lord George vouched
for its accuracy), one cart, and no other wheeled vehicle;
one plough, sixteen harrows, and twenty shovels;
no pigs, twenty-seven geese, three turkeys ; no clock,
three watches; no fruit trees, no vegetables but potatoes
and cabbage; two feather-beds, eight chaff-beds;
people slept on straw, green or dried rushes, and all
of them " in the bare buff/* Men and cattle were
housed together, the cattle at one end of the kitchen.
The school-teacher, a man of distinction, had a salary
of £8 a year. The peasantry in general lived on one
meal a day, and in 1837 could often eat only once in
two days. When Lord George bought, he found the

